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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

The various types of communities where adventurers
perform these and other functions is the subject of this
book. It has not been written with any particular game
system in mind and is intended to be useful for Game
Masters building a wide variety of ancient, medieval,
and fantasy communities.

In many game campaigns, visits to such communi-
ties and the essential places within them are often giv-
en short shrift, and dispensed with in the most per-
functory way. Not every visit to such non-adventuring
venues needs to be played out, of course, and it is per-
fectly appropriate that many not be. Periodically role-
playing visits to various essential places, however, can
serve a number of useful functions.

Communities of various sorts often serve as the start-
ing and ending points for all sorts of ventures, and un-
counted parties of adventurers have begun and ended
their quests in the marketplaces and taverns of the vil-
lages, towns, and cities of the game world. Communi-
ties themselves can also serve as locales for exploits of
all sorts, especially those involving skill use and role-
playing rather than battle, with encounters and char-
acters much different than those typical of the usually-
more-dangerous wilderness and dungeon environ-
ments. Even campaigns encompassing long overland
travels or voyages at sea will likely involve occasional
stops at settlements or ports to obtain supplies and ser-
vices beyond what characters in a party can carry or
provide for themselves.

Indeed, one of the things that distinguishes a cam-
paign from an unrelated series of dungeon crawls can
be the downtime between adventures. Many parties
will return again and again to a well-established base
of operations, a place where the adventurers can heal
up, resupply, and train. Providing a detailed commu-
nity in which to perform these tasks establishes a sense
of continuity, provides a stronger rationale for player
characters’ progression in competence and ability, and
helps tie together adventures into a cohesive whole.
Game-world communities are, unfortunately, often not
as interesting or unique as they could be, and the in-

tent behind this book is to provide Game Masters with
a resource for making the communities in their worlds
more plausible, memorable, and exciting.

Visits to places that have been given interesting de-
tails and added dimensions can reinforce the feeling
that the characters live in a real, vital, interconnected
world. This will seem especially true if various funda-
mental places and the people associated with them
are affected by the same sorts of factors present in the
milieu as the player characters are.

Finally, Game Masters can often use communities
and the relevant places within them both as locales
where player characters might meet non-player char-
acters who might be useful to them or otherwise influ-
ence their fates, and as opportunities to insert adven-
ture hooks of various sorts.

About This BookAbout This BookAbout This BookAbout This BookAbout This Book
Each of the 11 chapters in this book begins with a brief
overview of the sorts of places discussed in it and then
details a number of such places, as described below.

Chapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: Communities discusses villages, towns,
cities, and other locales and covers such things as types
of communities, regional and racial influences on them,
and the sorts of calamities that can affect them and
their inhabitants. This chapters’s section on “Physical
Characteristics of Cities” contains some material de-
rived from Wizards of the Coast’s v.3.5 System Refer-
ence Document, which is used under the terms of the
Open Gaming License. Content in each of the other 10
chapters in this book is completely new and original.

Chapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman Places explores the locations
associated with people who make things and to which
characters must frequently go when they need to pur-
chase or commission armor, weapons, clothing, and
any other kinds of custom-made or special items. Plac-
es it covers in detail include Armories, Arsenals, Black-
smithies, Carpenters, Clothiers, Glassmakers, Jewelry
Shops, Leatherworkers, Sculptors, and Stonemasons.

Chapter 3: Entertainment PlacesChapter 3: Entertainment PlacesChapter 3: Entertainment PlacesChapter 3: Entertainment PlacesChapter 3: Entertainment Places visits the locales
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haracters in a typical fantasy role-playing game setting spend much of their time trudging through teem
ing wilderness, exploring forgotten ruins, and risking the hazards of subterranean dungeon complexes.
Before and after such adventures, however — and sometimes even during them — characters often visit

a wide variety of places to buy and sell weapons, armor, and other equipment; consult with or hire mercenaries,
tradesmen, scholars, and various sorts of specialists; and participate in training and other activities related to
their vocations.



to which people in the game milieu may go for leisure
and recreation. Specific places of this sort that it cov-
ers include Carnivals, Menageries, Museums, Parks,
Racetracks, and Theaters.

Chapter 4: Professional PlacesChapter 4: Professional PlacesChapter 4: Professional PlacesChapter 4: Professional PlacesChapter 4: Professional Places discusses institutions
that characters might need to visit in order to advance
in their vocations, or to which others might need to go
for information or various services. Specific places of
this sort described in this chapter include Guildhous-
es, Hospitals, and Training Halls.

Chapter 5: TChapter 5: TChapter 5: TChapter 5: TChapter 5: Tradesman Placesradesman Placesradesman Placesradesman Placesradesman Places examines places oc-
cupied by various sorts of specialized individuals that
player characters might periodically need to visit. Spe-
cific places described in it include Apothecary Shops,
Breweries, Lumber Camps, Mills, Slave Pens, and Tan-
neries.

Chapter 6: Mercantile PlacesChapter 6: Mercantile PlacesChapter 6: Mercantile PlacesChapter 6: Mercantile PlacesChapter 6: Mercantile Places deals with wealth in
its various forms and the locales where characters go
to liquidate, spend, and safeguard the loot they acquire
in the course of their adventures. They are, naturally,
among some of the most visited places in many cam-
paign settings. Places of this sort described in this chap-
ter include Banks, Brokerages, General Stores, Market-
places, Pawn Shops, Trading Posts, and Warehouses.

Chapter 7: Service PlacesChapter 7: Service PlacesChapter 7: Service PlacesChapter 7: Service PlacesChapter 7: Service Places covers locales that char-
acters visit to fulfill their needs for things like food,
drink, sleep, and personal hygiene and include some
of the most quintessential places associated with fan-
tasy role-playing games. Such places described in this
book include Inns, Taverns, Barbershops, Bathhouses,
Hostels, Kitchens, Livery Stables, Restaurants, and
Rooming Houses.

Chapter 8: Scholarly PlacesChapter 8: Scholarly PlacesChapter 8: Scholarly PlacesChapter 8: Scholarly PlacesChapter 8: Scholarly Places looks at places charac-
ters go to ask questions of their knowledgeable inhabit-
ants or purchase goods and services from them. Places
of this sort described here include Academies and Col-
leges, Alchemists, Fortune Tellers, Libraries, Mages’
Guilds, Scriptoriums, Scrollshops, and Wizards’ Tow-
ers.

Chapter 9: Religious PlacesChapter 9: Religious PlacesChapter 9: Religious PlacesChapter 9: Religious PlacesChapter 9: Religious Places describes locations
characters can visit to fulfill various spiritual needs,
meet with the people associated with them, or try to
commune with the gods or their agents. Such places
described in this book include Cemeteries, Monaster-
ies and Convents, Shrines, and Temples.

Chapter 10: Governmental PlacesChapter 10: Governmental PlacesChapter 10: Governmental PlacesChapter 10: Governmental PlacesChapter 10: Governmental Places examines sites
associated with and controlled by the ruling powers of
a community or state. Characters might decide to visit

such places for any number of reasons, but might also
find themselves summoned or unwillingly taken to
some of them. Specific places of this sort described in
this book include Audience Chambers, Barracks,
Guardhouses, Harbors and Harbormasters’ Offices, Jail-
houses, Manor Houses, Municipal Courthouses, Palac-
es, Prisons, and Workhouses.

Chapter 11: Underworld PlacesChapter 11: Underworld PlacesChapter 11: Underworld PlacesChapter 11: Underworld PlacesChapter 11: Underworld Places describes those
venues associated with criminals and the seamy un-
derside of society. Places of this sort that adventurers
might visit for business or pleasure include Brothels,
Pit-Fighting Rings, and Thieves’ Guilds.

Overall, the intent of this book ais to provide Game
Masters with concrete information about how to create
communities and places within them for use in their
own fantasy roleplaying campaigns and to inspire them
to develop places that are believable, colorful, and ex-
citing for their players’ characters to visit.

City Builder has also been written so as to be fully
compatible with the various existing Skirmisher Pub-
lishing LLC d20 publications, including Experts v.3.5,
Warriors, and Tests of Skill v.3.5.

VVVVViewing This Bookiewing This Bookiewing This Bookiewing This Bookiewing This Book
This book has been designed to be as user-friendly as
possible from both the perspectives of printing out for
use in hard copy and viewing on a computer screen. It
has been laid out like a traditional print book with the
idea that each even-numbered page complements the
odd-numbered page that it should face (e.g., the city-
scape of Delft is intended to face and illustrate the be-
ginning of Chapter 1: Communities on page 11).

Similarly, chapters that end on an even, left-hand
page are illustrated with an image on the facing odd,
right-hand page. This will make the book display bet-
ter and be more attractive for those who wish to print it
out and bind it, and it is for this reason alone and not a
desire to lengthen the book with extraneous art that
this is done.

With the above in mind, the optimal way to view
and enjoy this book would be to print it out and orga-
nize it in a binder so that the pages are arranged as
described above. This is by no means necessary, how-
ever, for using and fully benefiting from City Builder
and its contents.

City BuilderCity BuilderCity BuilderCity BuilderCity Builder
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Most communities in the game world are inhabited by
a populace with similar or overlapping backgrounds,
goals, interests, and concerns (there can, of course, be
marked exceptions to this rule, as with communities
in the throes of division and crisis, or those in which
there has been historic isolation and oppression of a
weaker group).

Populations in smaller communities tend to be ra-
cially homogenous; generally have a relatively narrow
gap between their richest and poorest members; are
often comparatively egalitarian or democratic in na-
ture; generally enjoy limited privacy, probably no ano-
nymity, and tend to know everyone else; and generally
suffer or benefit fairly equally from conditions affecting
the community overall.

Populations in larger communities are much more
likely to be racially diverse; to have a distinct econom-
ic gap between their richest and poorest members; to
have power concentrated in the hands of a few indi-
viduals or families, to have a politically disenfranchised
underclass, and to have the bulk of the residents fall
somewhere between these two extremes; tend to value
their privacy, to have many individuals about whom
little is widely known, and who generally mind their
own business as much as possible; and to enjoy bene-
fits or suffer detriments that are often not distributed
equally.

A single major community — anywhere between a
large town and very large city in size — might com-
pose a small nation-state. In addition to its main com-
munity, such a small state might also include a num-
ber of nearby villages or smaller towns, mostly dedi-
cated to producing food for the capital. Despite their
relatively small size, such countries that evolve from
single cities can often become quite influential and
powerful. Small states of this sort will may well be the
norm in ancient, medieval, or fantasy game milieus.

A large nation-state might comprise many commu-
nities — including scores of cities, hundreds of towns,
and thousands of villages and smaller communities.
Such larger countries may be divided into several ma-
jor regions, each containing perhaps one to three cities
and numerous smaller communities. Although such
states will likely have some form of central government
and a unified foreign policy, individual communities
might have significant control over the administration

of local and regional affairs.
Even subject communities might operate with a great

degree of independence, especially if they have suffi-
cient political clout or distance from their suzerain to
insist upon it, or if such semi-autonomy is to the ad-
vantage of their ultimate overlords. Indeed, in certain
looser forms of government — such as confederations,
leagues, and weak feudal states — the overall ruler
may hold power only by the cooperation of a number
of lords or electors, or the central government body
might only convene yearly or at longer intervals, or in
times of crisis.

In any event, communities tend to value whatever
independence they can obtain and many will engage
in protracted negotiations or even military action to
obtain charters granting them the rights they desire.
Lords are often willing to grant such charters to mer-
cantile and manufacturing communities, which can
generate income far beyond that possible for rural es-
tates, in exchange for cash payments (such cash-hun-
gry aristocrats, of course, might seek to replace city
governments that do not adequately serve their needs).

One way or another, individual community govern-
ments might operate and be constituted much differ-
ently than the national governments to which they are
ultimately subject. Local governments might be influ-
enced by such things as a desire to preserve traditions
from the community’s history, a drive to experiment
with model forms of government proposed by various
philosophers, and a need to adhere to unique local cir-
cumstances.

Regional InfluencesRegional InfluencesRegional InfluencesRegional InfluencesRegional Influences
Where a particular community is located is one of the
most critical factors in how it will develop. Indeed,
major terrain features like rivers, lakes, seas, moun-
tains, valleys, forests, hills, swamps, islands, and
deserts can be some of the most significant determin-
ing factors in why a particular community was estab-
lished, the form it takes, its economic basis, and how
large and successful it does or does not become.

Communities established in areas of rich farmland,
for example, may be able to produce food in surplus of
their needs, allowing them to both maintain a well-fed
populace and engage in trade with communities less
fortunate. Communities without access to much or any
superior farmland, on the other hand, very well may

Chapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: CommunitiesChapter 1: Communities
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ArsenalArsenalArsenalArsenalArsenal
Arsenals are places that manufacture, repair, and    store
weapons of various sorts. Such places are  typically
run by skilled craftsmen and might be owned by either
government or private parties. It is to those run as com-
mercial enterprises, however, to which most charac-
ters will go to arm themselves for their adventures. Most
such arsenals will produce or sell their wares with spe-
cific sorts of customers in mind (e.g., peasant levies,
nomadic horsemen, light infantrymen).

Few arsenals will produce all sorts of weapons and
most will likely craft a limited variety of similar or com-
plementary arms. Particular weaponsmithies might
manufacture, for example, maces and morningstars;
shortswords, longswords, bastard swords, and great-
swords; crossbows and mechanically complex siege
engines that operate on similar principles; a single sort
of bow and perhaps compatible arrows; or all sorts of
guns (if the prevailing level of technology allows for
them). In a traditional fantasy milieu, most arsenals
will produce weapons from materials like iron, steel,
or wood. In less mainstream settings, however, it is
certainly possible for them to craft arms from materials
that include bronze, stone, hardened leather, bone, the
teeth of large carnivores, or any number of other sub-
stances. And silvered, cold-forged iron, and similar
custom-made armaments may be fairly commonplace
special orders amongst mid-level adventurers or in re-
gions beset by the fear of lycanthropes, certain sorts of
undead, or malicious fey.

Some commercial arsenals that adventurers patron-
ize might not actually produce weapons at all, but rather
purchase or obtain them from various sources and make
them available to customers. Such places will likely
still be run by or employ one or more expert weapon-
smiths, however, for purposes of properly appraising,
repairing, and maintaining weapons. Arsenals of this
sort are likely to be used by lower-level adventurers
interested in buying standard weapons “off the rack”
and by those interested in unloading armaments they
have collected in the course of their exploits.

Arsenals run by craftsmen from specific peoples or
races are likely to create weapons associated with them.
Roman weaponsmiths, for example, might be inclined
toward the manufacture of shortswords and javelins
with weighted heads, while Elvish weaponsmiths are
most likely to produce longbows and longswords.

Most communities of village size or larger will likely
be home to one or more craftsmen who manufacture
some sort of weapon, often dual-purpose arms favored
by the local populace and people other than profes-
sional warriors (e.g., varieties of spear, dagger, or axe
almost everywhere, longbows in England). Towns and
cities are likely to include arsenals specializing in the
manufacture of more specialized, martial, or exotic
weaponry, such as swords, picks, and warhammers,
or those suitable for the large-scale arming of city mili-
tia (e.g., crossbows). Other sorts of community with
widely-armed populaces — such as frontier hamlets,
castles, fortresses, or the temples of military orders of
clergy — will likely have substantial arsenals as well.

Depending on the sorts of arms they produce, facil-
ities in a particular arsenal might include a shop for
forging and shaping metal weapons; a blacksmith’s
shop for creating the blanks used to craft sword blades,
axe heads, and other metal components; carpenters’
workshops for crafting the basic wooden parts of weap-

Chapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman PlacesChapter 2: Craftsman Places
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dventurers, who spend most of their professional lives tramping through lethal dungeons, crumbling

ruins, and teeming wilderness, battling monsters and villains, and being exposed to all sorts of other
  stresses and dangers, are as likely as anyone to need the relief provided by the various entertainments

that their societies have to offer.

Just as visiting various entertainment venues can be
fun and diverting for characters, so too can it be enjoy-
able and interesting for players to periodically role-play
outings to such places. It can also be a good way for
game masters to introduce parties to new allies, ene-
mies, or other non-player characters and to allow char-
acters to interact with them much differently than they
would in an openly hostile environment. And, natural-
ly, such places can also sometimes themselves be sites
for adventure, or sources of information that lead to or
otherwise affect missions.

Some of the main entertainment places characters
might visit before, during, or after adventures include
carnivals and circuses, menageries and zoos, muse-
ums and collections of curiosities, theaters of various
sorts, and parks, all of which are described in this book.
Other sorts of entertainment venues characters might
visit include racetracks and hippodromes, arenas and
coliseums, and other places designed for various sorts
of sporting events, performances, or pastimes. Activi-
ties at such public places are generally intended to
appeal to many sorts of people with a broad variety of
tastes.

Entertainment venues can be of almost any size and
are as varied as the diversions presented in them. One
thing many such sites have in common, however, is
that they are built specifically for the activity in ques-
tion and, beyond simple gathering-places, are not suit-
able for much else. Such places are intended to tem-
porarily distract people and allow them to forget about
their day-to-day lives and concerns, and are often dec-
orated or designed throughout with those goals in mind.
For example, the walls in the entryway of a theater
might be painted with scenes from popular plays; a
small park might be laid out to enhance the illusion
that visitors are in a sylvan area rather than a city; or a
domed room in a museum might be designed to make
visitors feel as if they were underwater or under a night sky.

Dedicated entertainment venues, which are expen-
sive to build and maintain and require a large popula-
tion base to support, are usually characteristic of com-
munities of large town size or bigger. Traveling sorts of
entertainments might cater to small towns and villages

in ancient, medieval, or fantasy game milieus, howev-
er, and these could include minstrels who can enter-
tain in any home or tavern, actors who likewise can
use large chambers or set up temporary stages wher-
ever they stop, and mobile venues like carnivals.

Some entertainment venues also serve as homes for
the people who run them. Large places like theaters
and racetracks are not likely to also serve as dwellings
for performers, but might have caretakers of some sort
present much of the time. Traveling venues like carni-
vals, on the other hand, are likely also to include mo-
bile accommodations for the people associated with
them.

Entertainment places typically have appropriate fur-
nishings for spectators, equipment associated with the
activities performed in them, and places to store it (e.g.,
a hippodrome will likely have places to keep chariots,
a sporting arena will probably have storage rooms for
discuses, javelins, and the like and perhaps an arsenal
as well, and a theatre may have sets, props and cos-
tumes if such are used). Most will also store on-site all
of the tools and equipment needed to maintain the
place.

At times that an entertainment place is open for use,
a main gate or reception area usually controls entry to
the area, perhaps with staff employed to administer
requirements like selling tickets or viewing passes. The
establishment may also have guards, rangers, or the
like to deal with misbehaving fans inside, or to prevent
illegitimate entry around its perimeter.

After hours, security at entertainment places is usu-
ally not elaborate and is often limited to the people
associated with them keeping an eye out for trouble or
perhaps a night watchman to keep assets from being
carried away. Places with valuable items, however —
such as museums — or subject to violence — like many
sports venues — might have greater or more elaborate
measures in place.

City Builder Chapter 3: Entertainment Places visits
the locales to which people in the game milieu might
go for leisure and recreation. Specific places of this
sort that it covers include carnivals, menageries, mu-
seums, parks, and theaters.




